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Focus on marine services
This is not always that obvious to everyone.
Water sports are not just what you see at

features is the Facts & Figures Guide, which
brings together data and knowledge from
across the sector and its sub sectors.

boat shows; they also have a large ‘back

Together with the consultancy team we

office’. This marine service sector takes

searched for a format that was accessible

care of designing, producing, maintaining,

and practical on an international level,

selling, modifying and improving boats. In

which would provide added value to

terms of economic activities, this part of the

layman and professional alike. It has

sector is even larger.

become a reference book for now and later.
Businesses and governments can use it to

Legislation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79

This sector also has a very different

Relevant European legislation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80

orientation. Sometimes it’s global, when

The Netherlands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .82

it involves the design and production of

Together with our partners in Yacht Valley,

Belgium. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83

boats: specialized suppliers deliver their

we hope that we have made a contribution

United Kingdom. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84

knowledge and products worldwide. The

with this information to the knowledge

France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85

annual overhaul in its turn is a regional or

about this fascinating industry.

Placemaking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

local affair.

Regional strategy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88

The service sector is relatively unknown

Spatial aspects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90

to policymakers. That is one reason why

Strategic issues. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92

HISWA Vereniging took the initiative for the

Yacht Valley Project. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95

Yacht Valley project, a collaborative project

Partners. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96

across four countries and eight partners.

Photo credits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98

The objective is the exchange of knowledge

Editors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99

and experience. One of the supporting

their own advantage.
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The boating industry
Source: www.europeanboatingindustry.eu - based on ICOMIA Statistics Book 2010

280,000

Rob Vrolijks

20 billion

97%
direct
employees

Sector in transition

small & medium
businesses

€ € €
€ € €
turnover
(2011)

Old people
Boat owners are getting quite old. Boat
ownership now is significantly lower than
boat ownership 20 years ago for the same
age class of owner. Fewer young people
opt for the lifestyle that goes with water

36 million

6 million

48 million

replacements. But this upswing too is only

stay and spend their leisure time. This

temporary. Once the boat is no longer

will require the nature of many harbours

sailed, the interest in maintenance also

to change. Facilities on the jetties, space

drops.

around

Opportunities

the

boat,

central

recreational

facilities and a touristic hinterland give
better accommodation quality than a “wet

sports. They do learn to sail and they do

A structural worry can offer a chance at

car park”. Marinas will have to transform

want to sail, but they do not buy a boat

the same time. What applies increasingly

from technical full-service parking places

for themselves as often. The average age

to cars and holiday houses also applies

to touristic boat accommodation. Geared

of boat owners is increasing. That is an

to boats: the shift from ownership to use.

towards people: they will bring the boat

opportunity for the short term and a threat

Some people believe that owning a boat is

automatically!

for the slightly longer term. More leisure time

basically a terrible fuss, while it is interesting

now means that there is time to go sailing.

to use boats. This will cause a drop in boat

But there will come a time when people are

ownership. New opportunities also arise

too old to sail.

for rental, shared ownership, subscription
systems and boat pools in which people

Old boats
Their boats get old as well, for that matter.

boaters

4

boats in European
waters
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enjoying
watersports

Sales of new boats have declined, due
partly to the crisis and the bad second-hand
market. It is an opportunity for the service

contribute different boats and they can
all sail all of them. This gives the freedom
which suits water sports!

People matter

sector. Boats have to be maintained, they

For other people the boat will increasingly

need a refit or require specific repairs and

become a kind of caravan, a place to

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Objectives

Procedure

The purpose of the Facts & Figures Guide is to
bring the available information and knowledge
about the water sport services sector together in
a practical book which can serve as a reference
for the coming years. We chose a European
approach with information from the participating
countries, but with international applicability.

The information for this guide is not actually
available in one or several places. It has been
acquired partly from sector knowledge, partly
from sources that are very split up and partly from
empirical data. In addition, it differs greatly per
country within the European Union.

fact sheets

Expert opinion

There are various ways of finding information

We selected a team of specialists from

in the guide. Essentially it provides a list of

the Netherlands and England, who had

more than 25 typologies of water sport

experience in all the participating countries.

strongly linked to people’s own activities on

The guide is to be a work of reference

service companies which can all be held up

The partners in the Yacht Valley Project

boats and small companies which could

for policymakers who are working on

to the light in similar fact sheets. The facts

were visited and asked what kinds of

tackle all tasks, now we see companies

developing or managing sites for water

are then presented thematically in the next

information requirements they encountered

specializing increasingly and working in

sport

will

section, so that the company typologies

in their day-to-day project planning. This

clusters. The concept of a nautical services

find information in the guide about the

can be compared even better on the basis

was translated into requirements which the

cluster is also developing strongly. The

different kinds of businesses, how these

of a theme.

Facts and Figures Guide should be able to

development is being tackled systematically

businesses work, their requirements and

more than previously. This means that

their image. Overviews have been built in

infographic

increasingly more people from outside the

to show the space requirements, degree of

Feedback by entrepeneurs

urbanisation, and relation to the cluster.

The details in the fact sheets are given as

sector also need to be able to form a picture

an information graphic. This provides a

For checking purposes, the draft fact sheets

of the business activities, their character

The guide contains concise information

basis for comparing data and using them

for all business types were presented to

on relevant legislation. This information

internationally. Moreover, in the event of

entrepreneurs from the relevant businesses.

changes fast and cannot be explained in

missing data, the specialists can provide

They were asked to react and have a look

Significant changes
Just like water sport itself, the nautical
services sector is undergoing significant
changes. From a sector which used to be

and their impact.

Need for information

style to present the different characteristics
of the business types. This makes it
possible for laymen and professionals alike
to compare and use the information.

services

companies.

They

answer.

brief without leaving out essential matters.

an expert opinion. The team of specialists

at the choices made. This ensured even

That is precisely why there is a major need

That is why we provide the basics of

did this jointly as much as possible in order

greater solidity.

for information. It should be possible to

the legislation according to country, and

to make the guide even more effective.

apply and use this information widely. It is

then refer readers to current government

This method of working produced a global

also important for it to be easily accessible.

websites for more information.

picture, but certainly one that can be used

That is why we chose a strongly graphic

6
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for the objectives of the guide.
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eCONOMIC
IMPACT
FIN: French Nautical Industries key Figures 2010-2011

Data

Infographic

The division into sectors provides good

The infographic on the left page shows a

insight into the interests for the economy

clear division between these sub sectors.

and the job market.

The figures are derived from the French

The sector organisations in the European
Union all have their own methods for
collecting data. The data can be compared
part

by

part.

The

French

Nautical

Industries organisation FIN has a highly

Nautical Industries key Figures 2010-2011.
The proportions between sub sectors will
not differ substantially in other countries or
other years.

comprehensive sector presentation which

The marina is the key

we are happy to use as an example in this

Although the marina only accounts for

Facts & Figures Guide.

a small part of the immediate economic

They make a distinction between different
sub sectors. Some of them are tourismoriented (marinas, associated services,
rental, outdoor & boat riding). Among the
sub sector services, the sailing school

expenditure,

the

harbour

is

certainly

essential. Without marinas, waterways and
tourist destinations on the water, there is no
reason to buy a boat and thus no economic
impact for all the other sub sectors.

has a more touristic character. The other
sub sectors – trade and maintenance,
boat builders, importers, equipment and
engines – concern boat building, trade and
maintenance.

8
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Development
Mike Ward

The marine leisure service sector has undoubtedly been
changing and evolving over the past 10-15 years or so. This
is evidenced by the changing different nature of service
suppliers in this marketplace.

It is interesting to first consider the principle

Other secondary factors are; that the

to repair and servicing of these vessels, the

reasons behind the changes, the two key

typical size and relative value of leisure

skills of a specialist are required. The sector

factors being:

vessels has increased; customers are

and the specialist companies involved

more adventurous and need to be better

have realised that they can achieve more

•

Current market for boat production is extremely challenging

prepared; modern vessels have no need

by having a close working relationship

•

A number of discretionary boaters have left the sector

The typical leisure boater has changed – in

to spend the whole winter ashore; demand

and this includes being in close proximity

for waterfront space is constraining the

to one another, particularly where there is

•

Less new boat sales

general he is cash rich and time poor.

development of commercial boatyards.

a substantial customer base. The result is

•

Some owners are choosing not to upgrade their boat but rather invest in refitting and the repair and

Cash rich and time poor

This results in the owner having less time
to dedicate to undertake boat maintenance

All of the above factors have resulted in

and servicing himself and a focus on

significant changes to the sector.

ensuring the positive boating experience
is maximised. The modern customer is

Specialists build and service

therefore more willing to pay for specialist

The traditional repair and refit yard/supplier

services to maintain his investment.

has been replaced by a new breed of

would be specialist injection moulders who

technologies are significantly advanced

produce hulls, without the ability or skills

with greater use of proprietary materials

to compile the components into a finished

and systems. Boats also have a greater

hull, never mind a completed boat. Instead

level of equipment on board, particularly

the elements are often brought together

advanced technology and more “creature

in major sections and compiled by the

comforts”.

manufacturer. As a result, when it comes

10

building

materials

refit market is therefore probably stronger at the moment than new boat sales

the evolution and an increasing number of
marine clusters. A further development is an
increase in sole traders who often operate

•

The challenging economic conditions has probably resulted in an even greater focus in specialist
businesses offering a focused service with lower overheads

on a mobile basis from a van (sometimes
termed ‘bag men’).

specific products/services. A good example
and

boat

having a number of short term impacts. These might be summarised as:

smaller specialists focusing on key skills and

Advanced materials
Modern

The noted developments of the service sector pre-dated the global economic crisis and this in turn is

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Fact
sheets

12
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marine leisure cluster
Robert Holmes

Cluster
The success of an individual company can benefit from a strong
clustering of linked businesses. Productivity and pace of innovation
are higher, mostly due to knowledge sharing and better access tot
employees and suppliers.
In the nautical leisure industry one can see a two-faced cluster
development. On one side are the combined services formed
around marina. These businesses focus on the use of the boats
and the enjoyment of yachting. On the other side are the businesses
who actually build and service the boats. The two faces of the
cluster need continues interaction and spacial separation must be

Information by business type

done carefully.

In the next 50 pages we present specific information about 25

INDEX

PAGE	

business. Each fact sheet provides a overview of the business

1

18	Architect / Designer

typical marine leisure cluster

Business type

from a managerial viewpoint and a list of spatial elements and

2

20

Boat Builder

In the figure below the anatomy of a typical marine leisure cluster

environmental issues.

3

22

Yacht Painter

is outlined. This is a basis for further detailing and implementation

The business analyses is based on Porter’s five forces framework.

4

24

Mast maker

at local level.

This is a starting point for a qualitative evaluation of the positioning

5

26	Sail maker

of a company. On the fact sheets general remarks for the line of
business are grouped in the potential entrance, the power of buyers

Nautical & Commercial
Shipping Cluster

Suppliers

Design
Build

Service centre

Retail

Marina

Inspect &
survey

Marine Services Cluster

Service

and suppliers, the thread of substitudes and the competetive rivalry.

Tender and
delivery
services

Marina / Mooring Facility Cluster

For the purpose of policy making two short lists are included with
Boat Training
Centre / Courses

Charter and time
share

will have a strategic influence on the business in the next few years.
The other is “Central Policy Issues” with topics to consider when
planning this type of business in a regional development.
The spatial components (the elements from which this business

Repair
Cleaning

Refit

Boat lifting

Boat transport

Insurance

Fuel

Distribute / Sell

Storage
Educational, research and
trade organisations

ANATOMY OF A MARINE LEISURE CLUSTER
Marina

Tourism / Hospitality cluster
Accommodation
Food and drink
Events
Transport

Projectteam Facts & Figures Guide "Business behind the boat", 2013.
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Yacht Carpentrer
Yacht transport

8

32

9

34	Rigger

10

36

11

40	Importer and dealer

Marina

12

42

13

44	Sailing and boating schools

Broker and agent

14

46

Bareboat charter

15

48

Charter agent

16

50	Expert, Surveyor

important for initial planning purposes.

17

52	Insurance agent

18

54	Shop / Chandler

19

56

20

58	Sail Laundry

21

60	Repair yard

More in-depth planning is possible when the spatial and
environmental context is taken in account. On the overviews on
page 72 - 77 these are used to compare and group different

Residential cluster

28	Upholsterer
30

type consist) and the spatial needs like “proximity to water” are

businesses.
The visual representation and use of pictures helps the reader in

Boatyard / Service site

14

relevant issues. One is “Central Business Issues” with items that

6
7

getting the most important information at a glance.

Boat Cleaner

22

62	Technical contracters

23

64

Winter storage

24

66

Boat lifting

25

68	Schredder

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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People

Index fact sheets

behind the

Business
p.18

Boat builder

p.20

Yacht Painter

p.22

Mast maker

p.24

Sail maker

p.26

Upholsterer

p.28

Expert, surveyor

p.50

Yacht carpenter

p.30

Yacht transport

p.32

Rigger

p.34

Insurance agent

p.52

Shop / chandler

p.54

Boat cleaner

p.56

Marina

p.36

Importer and dealer

p.40

Broker and agent

p.42

Sail laundry

p.58

Repair yard

p.60

Technical contracters

p.62

Bareboat charter

p.46

Charter agent

p.48

Winter storage

p.64

Boat lifting

p.66

Shredder

p.68

Sailing and boating schools p.44

16

behind the boat

Architect / Designer
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Architect /
Designer

architecte navale

spatial components

spatial needs

Jachtarchitect

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

dynamic use of boats and yachts. The actual boat behaviour

frequency of service
low

Architects are responsible for the complex calculations of the

spatial context

(speed, balance) during sailing has to be predicted at the
high

drawing table. Designers combine traditional craftmanship with
client to an actual yacht.

Boats per company

low

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Established naval architects and

The easy shift from custom build

Boat

design studios are based on a strong

to serial production has big impact

specialist to work on the designs of

heritage and history with legendary

on the workload of designers and

the boats.

designs. Only in new niche markets

architects.

builders

can

incorporate

compete

Cleaning

Effects

cluster is essential for business
low

high

Business is essential for cluster
low

high

on

an

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce
threat of substitutes

Drilling

high

entrance is feasible.

competitive rivalry

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.

Architects

Activity

space requirement water

futuristic engineering and have to translate the wishes of the

low

environmental context

Smell
Safety

high

Semi-custom build decreases the

international market.

work for the architect/designers to
enhancements and adjustments of

related businesses

existing designs.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Change of building materials

•

Office based companies

•

Need for cradle-to-cradle design

•

Important for jobs and rental income of office space

•

3D CAD/CAM

3D model

18

Computer aided design
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Boat builder

Upholderer

Yacht carpenter

General drawing of a steel dutch river cruiser

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Boat
Builder

Construction navale

spatial components

spatial needs

scheepsbouwer

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

Being one of the oldest industries in the world, building boats

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

is still a highly innovative business. At the same time, the

low

high

activities need pure craftmanship (welding, woodworking
boats per year to several hundreds. One can classify boat

Boats per company
low

high

low

high

space requirement land

(mainly polyester).

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Trends toward less boat ownership

Involvement

Due to its labour intense character

combined with the financial crisis

expected due to the large number

new competition (e.g. China) is

makes this a buyers-market.

of small suppliers needed to build a

of

suppliers

not

boat.

legislation

(CE certification) and strong brand

Painting
high

degree of urbanisation
low

European

Sanding

builders per material of choise, being wood, steel or plastic
low

emerging.

Activity

space requirement water

etc.). Boat builders differ in size, producing from some five

Cleaning
high

Effects

cluster is essential for business
low

high

Business is essential for cluster
low

heritage can obviate that.

high

threat of substitutes

The production capacity of large

Due to long boat-life the second-

boat builders is supply-driven what

hand market is vivid. The purchase

increases the competitive rivalry.

of a yacht can be deferred by yacht

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce

competitive rivalry

Drilling

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

rental.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Need for circular economy (cradle-to-cradle) changes business •

Environmental issues and legislation

•

Boat sales going down due to financial crisis

•

Grow potential is important

•

Differsification to other markets (s.a. offhore market)

•

Highes environmental category

Composite hull and wooden trusses

20

Deck and hull are build seperately

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster

Architects / designers

Heavy load hoist

Yacht Transport

Importers and dealers

expert / surveyor

Serial build process

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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yacht
painter

Peinture bateaux

spatial components

spatial needs

Jachtschilder

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

The paint of a yacht protects the boat to the impact of sun and

frequency of service

spatial context

water. The use of paints requires an enclosed spray booth and

low

an airfiltering installation. These can be implemented in general

high

general repair yards offer painting services to complement their

low

low

high

space requirement land
low

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Paint jobs instigated by insurance

There are just a few major suppliers in

General workshops can move to this

companies after collisions decrease

this industry for the paint it self. There

activity without major investments.

the

is no risk of forward integration.

Reputation is important however.

overweights costs to change to

Market size is not appealing enough

competition. New customer demands

yet,

for a high distiction of image (DIO)

toward

longer

ownership can increase that.

of

buyers.

Quality

Painting
high

degree of urbanisation
low

trends

Sanding

offerings.

high

power

Activity

space requirement water

sheds. Yacht painters are highly specialised workers. Some

Boats per company

but

environmental context

Cleaning
high

Effects

cluster is essential for business
low

high

Business is essential for cluster
low

high

competitive rivalry

threat of substitutes

Yacht Painting seems to be a stable

A new technic, boat wrapping, offers

business type with a low rate of

an alternative to painting.

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce

leads to high investments.

Drilling

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

entrants and exits. Two trends may
effect this; the aging and retirement
of the business owners and longer
boat ownership.

Central business issues
Paint properties change

•

Environmental issues

•

Strict environmental legislation

•

Important co-worker in the cluster

•

Forward investment in equipment

•

Combination with repair yard important

Paint job

22

Central Policy issues

•

Outside stand-alone spray booth

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster

Boat Builder

Team work on hand painted hull

Repair yard

Gloss (DOI) as quality indicator
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Mast Maker

construer de mats

spatial components

spatial needs

Mastenmaker

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist / crane

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

Large badge producers dominate the market for recreational

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

sailing boats with aluminum masts. Traditional wooden masts

low

high

require craftmanship as do modern carbon fibre masts. The
high performance.

Boats per company
low

low

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Manufacturing

aluminium

alloy

extrusion profiles is an industrial

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Mast makers have strong relations

Good quality material for carbon

with boat builders and switching

masts can be scarce at times. This

costs are high.

elevates the power of suppliers. The

proces that needs a large market.

actual designing of mast and rig is

Marketing carbon masts needs a

gradually taken over by boat builders,

trackrecord of succesfull products

which leaves the production to the

generally (in races).

mast makers.

competitive rivalry

threat of substitutes

Mast making seems to be a stable

The favor of carbon versus aluminum

business type with a low rate of

masts can shift over time (due to

entrants and exits. Within the market

changing performance/price ratios

some strong brands compete on

as result of innovations).

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

Activity

space requirement water

latter is predominently used in racing due to its low weight and

Drilling
Cleaning

high

Effects

cluster is essential for business
low

high

Business is essential for cluster
low

Noise
high

Workforce
low

Dust

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

prize, innovation and durability.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Investment in specialist equipment

•

Repair and maintenance important for cluster

•

Linear configuration of undercover workshops

•

Odd size/shape business area

•

Degree of shift in demand from aluminum to carbon

•

Sound and smell depending on material

Traditional glued hollow mast
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Mast and spreaders
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Boat builder

Carbon profiles

Rigger

Repair yard

Mast top installation

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Sail
Maker

Voilier

spatial components

spatial needs

Zeilmaker

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

Catchment area
local

Making of hoods and canopies

global

local

Sail repair jobs

global

local

Manufacturing of sails

global

The traditional craft of sailmaking is nowadays diverted into

spatial context

environmental context

several segments: Making of hoods and canopies, Sail repair
jobs and Manufacturing of sails.
of 10 years) or innovative high-tech racing sails (continues

frequency of service
low

Sails for yachts are either dacron touring sails (typical lifespan
innovation in materials and production).

low

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

The replacement of sails is a low

High tech materials are produced by

Sailmaking is a craft that needs

frequency activity. To older boats, the

a few specialised suppliers who can

training and expertise. Low-cost

price of a new set of sails is relative

set the market price.

offerings via internet makes it easy

expensive (typical 10 - 15% of boat

for a rigger to measure & order for

value) making the buying process

customers. The strongest brands of

important on price and quality.

sails have a strong life style branding.

Repair jobs are less competitive.

The major brands of sailmakers

There is a serious threat of offshoring

compete heavily in (inter-)national

the labor-intensive manufacturing

events. This is due to the fact that

of sails. This offers opportunities to

the sale of weather gear and other

less specialised workers to open a

clothing is a important spin-off of the

satellite shop for measurement and

business.

repairs.

Central business issues

Increasing international price competition

•

Competing in high tech racing sails needs continual learning

•

Brands of sail makers are important life style brands

9000 m2 production floor
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Cleaning

Effects

cluster is essential for business
low

high

Business is essential for cluster
high

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce
threat of substitutes

Drilling

high

low

competitive rivalry

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.

•

Activity

space requirement water

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

Central Policy issues
•

Service point for repair is of extra value

•

Making of hoods and canopies is important for cluster

Typical rised workingspace (airvented)

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster

Mast maker

Sail repair loft at marina

Rigger

Marina

Sail laundry

Racer with kevlar sails

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Upholsterer

tapissier

spatial components

spatial needs

Scheepsstoffeerder

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

Upholstery is the work of providing seats and interior lining

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

for boats and yachts. An upholsterer will typically offer new

low

high

custom seats and lining, repairs and cleaning.
low

Boats per company
low

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Automotive upholsterers can move to
this business with little investments.

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

This is a purchase with a low

The

frequency and with a great effect

decreased

on the appearance of the vessel. A

international market for materials as

consumer will therefore selectively

fabric.

power

of
due

suppliers
to

the

low

open

This business type is in competition

Apart from repairs this is a no-

with alternative non/marine suppliers

need service which will be strongly

- motor home, caravan etc.

influenced by the economy.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Manual work - cost of labor

•

Easy fit in space and legislation

•

Customized projects

•

Availability of craftmanship

•

Shops seeking specialization (like beds for boats)

•

Good added valiue in cluster
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External specialist in boat building process
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Effects

Business is essential for cluster
low

high

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce
threat of substitutes

Samples of fabric

Cleaning

high

proceed in selecting the supplier.

competitive rivalry

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business
has

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

Activity

space requirement water

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

Boat builder

Modern yacht interior

Yacht CArpenter

Repair yard

Custom made outside seats

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Yacht
Carpenter

constructeur intérieur bateau

spatial components

spatial needs

Scheepsinterieur bouwer

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

carpenter, who takes pride in craftsmanship and specializes

frequency of service
low

Making or repairing a ship’s interior is the work of a yacht

spatial context

in rebuilding, refitting and outfitting yachts. Specialised cabinet
high

makers work alone or in very small groups and will travel to the
will construct the interior away from the build, or refit site, and

Boats per company
high

low

high

bring it to the vessel when required for assembly.

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Commercial oriented woodworkers
(focussed on inland shipping and

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

In the B-to-B market Boat builders
or refit yards can start an interior
department in its own wood shop.

low

wood the power of suppliers is low.

small commercial ships) can move to

Cleaning

Effects
high

Business is essential for cluster
low

high

Workforce
low

threat of substitutes

Due to the labor intensive nature of

Computer

this craft and the low inflow of youth

manufacturing (CAD-CAM) in the

there does not seem to be an intense

hand of skillful designers can reduce

rivalry.

the need of craftsmanship.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

3D scanning and digital design

•

Easy fit in space and legislation

•

Loss of traditional craftsmanship

•

availability of craftmanship

•

Small market / continuity

•

essential for cluster

Professional carpentry
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Small Woodshop
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aided

design

Dust
Noise

this business without investements.

competitive rivalry

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business

Due to the the wide availability of

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

Activity

space requirement water

yacht, but a great many companies exist around the world that

low

environmental context

Smell
Safety

high

and

related businesses

Architect

Mock-up of interior

Boat builder

Upholsterer

Fixation of curved panel

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Yacht
Transport

Yacht transport

spatial components

spatial needs

Boottransport

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

Most yacht transporters have a full service offering. This

frequency of service
low

environmental context

consists of truck and waterway transport, processing of
high

customs formalities and permits, insurance. Boats are
low

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Market

entrance

investment

in

needs

material

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

and

a

knowledge of legislation of specific

low

buying motive and customers are
likely to consider several providers

Effects
high

low

countries is aggregated through
experience.

high

threat of substitutes

Yacht transport is an international

Independent sailors can offer over

market

water

rivalry

between

yacht

delivery

services.

companies of different scale. This

Typically these offerings have lower

differs from a “one truck company”

prices, but less service.

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce

competitive rivalry
with

Cleaning

Business is essential for cluster

before chosing.

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business

Trust and price is an important
huge

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

Activity

space requirement water

transported during consecutive building stages or because of
changing of sailing area trhoughout Europe.

Boats per company
low

spatial context

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

to a large fleet of trucks and
commercial ships.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Continual changes in legislation

•

Mobile service, is not important for cluster development

•

Liability and complex insurance structure

•

Could be anywhere in the region

•

Vessel size and configuration

Cross europe transport
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Dockwise float-on float-off service
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Boat lifting

Convoi Exceptionnel

Boat Builder

importers and dealers

Boat cleaner

Shrink-wrapped yacht on transport

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Rigger

greemant services

spatial components

spatial needs

Scheepstuiger

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist / crane

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

The rigging is the total of spars and ropes (cordage) that is used

frequency of service

spatial context

on a sailboat. A rigger installs masts and hydraulic systems.

low

high
low

low

high

high

space requirement land
low

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.

investments

are

needed,

but expertise and experience are
essential. Even big boat builders
outsource the tuning of the standing
rig.

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Deterioration of standing rigging is

The

difficult to see with the naked eye,

decreased due to the open european

for this reason breakage often occurs

market for materials as ropes.

power

degree of urbanisation

suppliers

has

comparisation

threat of substitutes

Effects
high

Business is essential for cluster
low

Noise
high

low

Dust

Smell
Safety

high

Individuals can choose to do part

increases

of the work of a rigger themselves,

the rivalry and international (cross

or

border) competition has developed.

postpone

less

related businesses

necessary

replacement investments.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Coöperation / integration with mast maker

•

Easy fit in space and legislation

•

Low awareness of need for annual checking

•

Availability of craftmanship

•

Good added value in cluster

Storage of masts

Cleaning

Workforce

the knowledge base of the customer.

Internet

low

quick repair at site. Internet increases

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business

during holidays which requires a

competitive rivalry

34

of

Sanding
Painting

high

low

Low

Activity

space requirement water

Boats per company

Potential entrance to
market

environmental context

Running rig

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster

Mast maker

Annual checking for cracks or corrosion

Sail maker

Service of masts during winter break

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Marina

ports de plaisance

spatial components

spatial needs

Jachthaven

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

A marina is a facility that has docks & moorings boats. Marinas

frequency of service
low

spatial context

may be operated by private enterprises, clubs or municipalities
and differ in size, economic and spacial impact and in the

high

low

Boats per company

high

For a detailed classification of marinas see page 38.

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

High investments, easy to develop
locations are already taken. Marinas

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Berth retal agreements have a typical

The marina is a physical location

duration of a year.

with ties to local governments. The
ground position is usually based on

are a popular function in Waterfront
development

and

long-term lease structures.

regeneration

Cleaning

Effects

cluster is essential for business
low

high

Business is essential for cluster
low

high

threat of substitutes

Competition depends on market

Trends to prefer boat-usage over

developments in the water sports

boat ownership will shift market

sector. In regions where there is

share toward rental and timeshare

a threat of a surplus of berths the

solutions, decreasing the demand for

competition is intense.

permanent berths.

Central business issues

low

Cashflow management

•

Waterfront function

•

Spatial integration and mixed usage

•

Concepting of marine more important than number of berths

•

Untying of service facility and tourism activities in marinas

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

Havens

Central Policy issues

•

Dust
Noise

Workforce

competitive rivalry

Drilling

high

areas which brings new competitors
from other starting points.

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

Activity

space requirement water

scope of services.

low

environmental context

Repair yard

Winter storage

à la Carte

ConCurrentiepositie verbeteren
Als méér niet meer kAn
nAtuurtrAnsferiA of vogelversChrikke

r?

ondersCheid is nodig
ConCeptontwikkeling in de prAktijk
met 52 versChillende typologieën
omdAt dé jAChthAven niet bestAAt

Blue Flag: Eco Label for marinas
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Large scale marina

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster

Artist impression Amsterdam Marina

See also: Marinamenu.com / havensalacarte.nl

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Marina Menu
These cards represent marinas in all their varieties and form an unambiguous idiom,
making it possible to discuss potential developments with stakeholders. A full magazine
is available in Dutch, englisch information can be found at www.marinamenu.com.
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Shopping marina

MICE marina

Plot mooring

Covered marina

Luxury berth marina

Beach marina

Restaurant marina

Tidal marina

Riverbank mooring

Selfsupporting marina

Full service marina

Town visitor marina

Museum marina

Service marina

Mini marina

Slipway marina

Regatta centre

Nature marina

Museum inhabited marina

Fishing boat marina

Covered dry stack

Residential marina

Marina resort

Passerby marina

Charter marina

Emergency marina

Dry stack

Time share marina

Simple berth marina

Green outer marina

Sports boat marina

Charter marina

Flaoting village

Boathouses

Moorings permanent berths

Town development marina

Sales marina

Daycruiser marina

Learning centre

Business marina

Rowing boat marina

Waterfront marina

Campground marina

Back garden marina

Maxi floating marina

Hard stand storage marina

Town resident’s marina

Village visitor marina

Catamaran marina

DIY marina

Mini floating marina

Mega mooring

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Importer and
dealer

importateur / agent

spatial components

spatial needs

Importeur en dealer

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

The importer and dealer plays an important role in the
distribution of yachts and boats. A typical policy of a large boat

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

builder is to allow one importer per country. This importer might

low

high

assign several dealers for regional markets. Marketing is a joint
low

Boats per company
low

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Becoming a dealer or importer for
internationally recognized brands is
difficult. Opportunities lie in acquiring
a dealership for new brands.

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Do to restriction by the builder, buyers

The boat builders have a strong

have little band-with to bargain -

position because an importer or

within a chosen type of boat. Buyers

dealer will have high change costs

do have a strong position (might

when switching to another brand.

threat of substitutes
There is a risk of so called `grey

sales stock make this a challanging

import` of boats form other countries.

business with serious rivalry.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

New European legislation will change the power of the

•

Available space most important

boat builder

•

Access from water and land essential

Low margins and difficult market conditions

•

Attractive business type in total concept, not as stand alone

Covered sales space for imported yachts
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OUtside sales area
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Effects

low

high

Business is essential for cluster
low

high

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce

Low margins and high investments in

•

Cleaning

cluster is essential for business

once-in-a-lifetime character of the

competitive rivalry

Drilling

high

bargain for extras) because of the
sale.

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

Activity

space requirement water

effort of the boat builder chain - importer - dealer.

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

Marina

sales stock

Broker and agent

Insurance agent

Boat cleaner

Builders plate

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Broker and
agent

vendeur de bateaux

spatial components

spatial needs

Jachtmakelaars en agenten

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

Brokers and agents work to take the effort out of selling boats.

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

Due to the high importance of the sale on both parties, this is

low

high

a peoples business based on trust.
low

Boats per company
low

high

high

space requirement land
low

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Buyers more and more appoint a

An owner who wants to sell a yacht

The internet eases the entrance

purchasing agent for acquiring a

can avoid the commission by selling

to market. The European Maritime

yacht.

it throught internet.

Institute

degree of urbanisation

professionals

(EMCI

Cleaning

Effects

cluster is essential for business
low

high

low

Registered

Yachtbroker®), which acts as a

high

low

competitive rivalry

threat of substitutes

Brokers and agents compete on

New methods of selling used boats

two sides of the spectrum: they

include

once-a-year

need sellers with interesting boats

internet

auctions

and buyers with the right need and

added value of brokers.

events

and

decreases

the

Dust
Noise

Workforce

certain treshold for new competitors.

Drilling

high

Business is essential for cluster

certifies

Sanding
Painting

high

low

Certification

Activity

space requirement water

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

budget.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Internet

•

Office based companies

•

Prevention of money laundering

•

Could be anywhere

•

Writing down of boat value leads to lower fees for brokers

•

Important for jobs and rental income of office space

Sales office
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Sales area both on land as in the water
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Expert / Surveyor

Advertisement in marina

Insurance agent

Boat cleaner

Repair yard

sales berths

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Sailing and
boating schools

bateaux école

spatial components

spatial needs

Vaar- en zeilscholen

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

Sailing and boating schools lower the threshold to start boating.

frequency of service
low

environmental context

Also they provide a vital leisure atmosphere at their location.
high

Nor all countries nor all types of boats require a certificate
to navigate. The Interational Certificate of Competence proves

Boats per company
low

spatial context

that its holder complies with the rules of his country of origin.

low

high

high

space requirement land
low

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

degree of urbanisation

The requirement of staff and boats

Sailing schools typically service

boats and accomodation decrease

Power of suppliers
low

Cleaning

Effects
high

Business is essential for cluster

choise between schools is low.

low

the potential entrance to market.

high

threat of substitutes

There is a wide range of sailing

Family members and friends can

and boating schools, ranging from

teach sailing and boating.

professional institutes tot yacht clubs

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce
competitive rivalry

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business

a geographic region in which the

Sanding
Painting

high

low

differs per country. Investments in

Activity

space requirement water

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

with an occaisonal summer school.
The price / quality ratio is difficult to
understand for a potential client.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Seasonal business

•

Watersport area most important

•

Availability of student workers

•

Safe and sheltered water

•

Provides vital leisure atmosphere

Kids learning to sail in dinghies
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Sailing lesson on clubracer
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Bareboat charter

Sail maker

Learning harbor manoeuvring on 10-mtr yacht

Marina

Charter agent

Theoretical classes on navigation, rules of way etc.

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Bareboat
charter

Loueurs de bateaux

spatial components

spatial needs

Jachtverhuur

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

A bareboat charter is an arrangement for the chartering or

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

hiring of a ship or boat, whereby no crew or provisions are

low

high

included as part of the agreement; instead, the people who
low

Boats per company
low

high

high

space requirement land
low

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

A typical customer will rent a boat

The two main suppliers are the

Individuals with a private boat can

for a summer holiday once a year

boat builder and the marina. In

easily create a website to rent it out.

and will be keen to explore new

both businesses a bareboat charter

regions. The transparancy of prices

service is not uncommon.

and possibilities enlarges the power

degree of urbanisation

threat of substitutes

There is a certain domestic market

Due to market changes a certain

with a low level of rivalry and fairly

threat is seen in time-share concepts

loyal

and flexible ownership, as well as the

The

Cleaning

Effects

low

high

Business is essential for cluster
low

high

european

charter market with a large population

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce

competitive rivalry

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business

of buyers.

Sanding
Painting

high

low

customers.

Activity

space requirement water

rent the vessel from the owner are responsible for the vessel.

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

use of privately owned ships.

around the Adriatic knows a high
level of rivalry.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Internet marketing

•

public transport, parking and hotels

•

Short season in the northern countries

•

touristic attractive water nearby

•

Last minute bookings

•

possibilities for a short introduction course nearby

Charter marina based in Lemmer, The netherlands
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Charter edition (3-cabin) versus standard lay-out
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Sailing/boating schools

Charter agent

Insurance agent

Kid on boat with innovative digital time share concept

Popular yacht for familiy trips

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Charter
Agent

agent loueurs de bateax

spatial components

spatial needs

Agentschappen jachtverhuur

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

Local representation of foreign bareboat charter companies.

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

This can be an exclusive representation. The agent advises

low

high

the customers and sometimes offers packages with travel and
low

Boats per company
low

high

high

space requirement land
low

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

The internet market is open and the

With an further integration of the

Because of the low level of investment

same boat offen is offered on several

international (internet) payments the

it is easy to start a charter agency.

websites. Extra services such as

foreign bareboat charterer can offer

Obtaining representation needs an

insurances, flights, transfer services

the same yacht directly to the cliënt.

investment in the personal relation

and packaging and programming

with the charterer.

make a competitive offering.

competitive rivalry

degree of urbanisation

Judging on the large sales booths

Due to market changes a certain

at

exhibitions

threat is seen in time-share concepts

the competition is relative high.

and flexible ownership, as well as the

Customer interest can be achieved

use of privately owned ships.

by

boat

continuously

adding

Drilling
Cleaning

high

Effects

cluster is essential for business
low

high

Business is essential for cluster
low

high

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce
threat of substitutes

Sanding
Painting

high

low

international

Activity

space requirement water

other additions.

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

new

destinations to the portfolio.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

International competion

•

Office based companies

•

Multiple agents marketing the same yachts

•

Could be anywhere

•

Important for jobs and rental income of office space

Bareboat charter

Sailing/boating schools

INsurance agent

Sail!
Online competition
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Charter agents offer boats in all continents
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Some charter agents are specialised in mega yachts

Agents offer packages including flights

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Expert
surveyor

expert / évaluateur maritime

spatial components

spatial needs

jachtexpert / -taxateur

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

Experts are technical specialists who value the condition
of new build boats (pre delivery inspection PDI), repairs and

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

damages (insurance experts) and of second hand boats (hull

low

and installations). An appraisor works commissioned by an

high

sale value.

Boats per company
low

low

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

The

European

Maritime

Certification

Institute

professionals

(EMCI

Marinesurveyor®,

power of buyers

certifies
Registered

Mostly

the

Power of suppliers

insurance

low

or bank will provide a short list of
low

Yachtsurveyor®

Smell
Safety

high

threat of substitutes

competitive rivalry
standardisation

high

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce

a treshold for new competitors.

to

Effects
high

and Yachtappraiser®), what acts as

Due

Cleaning

Business is essential for cluster

experts / appraisors to chose from.

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business

company

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

Activity

space requirement water

individual or a bank to estimate the market value and a forced

the

As cooperation between insurance

competition is low and mostly based

companies

on trust and references.

and

repair

yards

related businesses

increases, the need for and role of
the external expert changes.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•  Independency

•

Office based companies

•

Could be anywhere

•

Important for jobs and rental income of office space

Measured hull thickness
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Measuring moist (osmosis)
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Repair yard

Quality control

Insurance agent

Stranded yacht
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Insurance
agent

compagnie d’assurance nautisme

spatial components

spatial needs

Verzekeringsagent

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

The nautical industry has specialised insurance agents,

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

however general agents can offer simular services. Agents

low

high

differ in the amount of providers they offer (single or more) and
general agents, insurance companies sell their products direct

Boats per company
low

high

Activity

space requirement water

the level of authorisation they possess. Beside specialists and
low

high

to the customer.

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Online comparisation websites offer

Agents

Country specific requirements on

a platform to increase the power of

insurance companies in conditions,

certificates and mandatory training

buyers.

packages and leniency.

are

dependent

Painting
high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.

the

need to be met.

low

Cleaning

Effects
high

Business is essential for cluster
low

high

threat of substitutes

Insurance policies are short term

Direct

agreements with annual competition

companies are a threat to agent who

as a result.

works for a single provider.

sales

from

Central business issues

Central Policy issues
•

Office based companies

•

Could be anywhere

•

Important for jobs and rental income of office space

Sinking
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Collision
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Smell
Safety

high

insurance

•

Cash flow management

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce
competitive rivalry

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business
of

Sanding

related businesses

Importer and dealer

Stranding

Broker and agent

Repair yard

Expert / surveyor

Broken mast

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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Shop /
chandler

shipchandlery

spatial components

spatial needs

Watersportwinkel

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

Chandlers are focused on the daily needs of a boat owner.

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

Equipment, charts, clothing, maintenance supplies, spare

low

high

parts, paint and ropes can be found. Internet sales takes an
low

Boats per company
low

Activity

space requirement water

increasingly prominent place in this business type.

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

For predictable (annual) purchases a

A ship shop will deal with a multitute

High investments are needed tot

customer will compare several shops

of suppliers. To gain better margins

open a store. Established internet

(both on-and offline). During a stop-

and

shops in other branches however

over on a trip, the nearest store will

some chandlers work together in a

can easily offer water sports related

be preferred.

purchasing group or chain.

maximise

marketing

Painting
high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.

low

Cleaning

Effects
high

Business is essential for cluster
low

high

threat of substitutes

Regional competition is high since

Other companies at or around a

local customers can drive to find a

marina can sell the same products to

better deal in the area. The online

the boat owner.

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce

articles on their website.

competitive rivalry

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business

effort

Sanding

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

chandlers can offer better prices
and have less stock. Comparison
websites increase price competition.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Internet competitors

•

Combination of marina, waterfront an industry important

•

Seasonal nature

•

Waterfront function

•

Low margins and difficult market conditions

•

Connection between industrial an leisure parts of business

Colorful ropes and lines
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Paint and varnish
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Marina

On- and offline sales chanels

Sail Maker

Sail laundry

Repair yacrd

Traditional chandlery near popular marina
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Boat
Cleaner

nettoyant bateaux

spatial components

spatial needs

Schoonmaakbedrijf

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

Boat cleaners offer cleaning, restoration and protection

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

(sealing) of the exterior and/or interior of yachts. This involves

low

high

knowledge on gelcoat, paint, teak and other materials and
cleaners also offer small spot repairs. (Mega) yacht owners

Boats per company
low

high

Activity

space requirement water

environmental aspects of sanding anti-fouling. Most boat
low

high

Sanding

have continuous contracts with boat cleaners.

space requirement land
low

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.

high

degree of urbanisation
low

Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Buyers can choose to clean and

Specialised cleaning products are

General workshops can move to this

maintain their own boat. It is easy to

expensive and influence the pricing.

activity without major investments.

switch.

Painting

Cleaning
high

Effects

cluster is essential for business
low

high

Business is essential for cluster

Also new entrepeneurs with mobile

low

businesses in mini vans can start
offering boat cleaning.

high

low

threat of substitutes

In a local market this business type

As boats age the need of cleaning

is often a marina based company.

and

There is a lot of competition.

emotional value of the yacht to her

protection

increases.

The

Dust
Noise

Workforce

competitive rivalry

Drilling

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

owner seeds the business. Whenever
this decreases the need for this
service will also decline.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•    Innovation, new technics and materials

•

Environmental legislation

•

Mobile services for on site jobs can replace business

Specialised boat cleaning products
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Spray area
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Broker and agent

Importer and dealer

In water hull cleaning as regatta preparation

Bareboat charter

Winter storage

Gloss as result
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Sail
Laundry

nettoyant des voiles

spatial components

spatial needs

Zeilwasserij

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

Sails and canopies have a lot to endure from sand, salt, water,

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

UV radiation and other influences. Sail laundries offer a range

low

high

of services to launder and re-condition the materials. There are
system.

Boats per company
low

low

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Industrial cleaning equipment involve
high investments in a small market.

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Because of the work to move the

Instructions for maintanance can

sails from the boat to the workshop
a convenient nearby business will

low

Effects
high

low

be preferred. Sail makers are high

Cleaning

Business is essential for cluster

working.

volume buyers who can set demands

high

threat of substitutes

Non-nautical companies start to offer

With the right materials boat owners

cleaning services.

can perform the cleaning themselves.
With older sails and canopies a

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce

and prices.

competitive rivalry

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business

have great impact on method of

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

Activity

space requirement water

two kind of methods; by hand and by an industrial cleaning

Smell
Safety

high

related businesses

replacement is also an option.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Chemical waste and environmental legislation

•

Environmental legislation

Global (low cost labor) market will be more important

•

Possibilities for innovation in new techniques

•

Industrial sail washing machine
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dry shed
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Sail maker

Repair yard

before & after shot: Mould and mildew disappear

Winter storage

Boat cleaner

Hand washing
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repair yard
Service center facility

chantier de maintenance en

spatial components

spatial needs

		de reparation

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

werf / servicebedrijf

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

A repair yard or service center facility is a company focused

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

on the annual maintenance and servicing of yachts and boats.

low

high

A crane, outdoor area and one or more sheds are part of it.
the workspace.

Boats per company
low

low

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Larger

developed

Boat owners have a preference for

Marinas can enlarge their service

service centers can cause regional

service centers near the berth. This

towards repair and maintenance.

shifts in markets.

is less and less true for the winter.

Marina

Owners hire experts in order to

business execution.

owners

can

low

competitive rivalry

Business is essential for cluster
low

Noise
high

low

Dust

Smell
Safety

high

Independent contracters can be
hired by individual boat owners, thus

is a strong asset in competition.

undermining the business model.

New business models with ambulant

related businesses

Boat owners can change maintance

workers can challenge this position.

interval as result of crisis.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Safety / liability issues involving external workers

•

Visual aspects

•

Environmental impacts and safety measures

•

Outside and inside area

•

Untying of service facility and tourism activities in marinas

•

Essential for cluster development
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Effects

Workforce
threat of substitutes

The physical location of a repair yard

Travel hoist as essential link between water and land

Cleaning

high

ensure the proper execution of the
work.

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business

influence

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.

systematically

Activity

space requirement water

Employees, boat owners and externally hired specialists share

from spot-repair to total refit

Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster

Marina

Boat Lifting

heavy installations / design requirements for shed

Winter storage

Technical contracters

Repair yard as mini-cluster
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Technical
Contracters

spatial components

contractant technique nautique

spatial needs

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

When it comes to repair and servicing of vessels, the skills

frequency of service
low

environmental context

of a specialist are required. Increasingly this is the market for
high

sole traders who often operate on a mobile basis from a van.

Activity

space requirement water
low

Boats per company
low

spatial context

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

The entrance to the market is easy,

The technical innovation of modern

The actual work takes place at

not a lot of investments are needed.

yachts lowers the knowledge and

a marina or repair yard. These

A good working relation with the

thus buying power of consumers.

businesses can set demands on

Painting
high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.

Cleaning

Effects

cluster is essential for business
high

Business is essential for cluster
low

high

Workforce
low

threat of substitutes

Dust
Noise

admittance to the premises.

competitive rivalry

Drilling

high

low

marina / repair yard sites is essential.

Sanding

Smell
Safety

high

Rivalry is high, due to the easy
entrance to market and the internet

One-stop-shop services in a well

offerings in peer-to-peer consumer

organised

websites.

the market potentials for technical

service

cluster

lower

related businesses

contracters.

•    Some major

Central business issues

•    business / policy issues

Repair yard

Marina

Winter storage

Shop / Chandler

•    related to this business type

Engineer at work
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Technical systems in modern yacht
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Technical specialists at work
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Winter
storage

hivernage

spatial components

spatial needs

Winterstalling

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

The seasonal onshore storage of boats. The life of yachts will

frequency of service

spatial context

environmental context

benefit from a periodic dry period in which the hull can dry

low

properly. The anti-fouling paint and any anodes will be replaced

high

low

Boats per company
low

high

high

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

Any business with a free area that is
accessible from the water is able to
offer this service.

power of buyers
Winter

storage

Power of suppliers

is

sometimes

connected or included with the
annual mooring rental agreement
with

the

marina,

reducing

Marinas offer their hard stand area

low

choose for this seasonal onshore

high

threat of substitutes

low

Dust
Noise

Workforce

storage.

competitive rivalry

Effects
high

low

free

Cleaning

Business is essential for cluster

space for parking in summer.

Drilling

high

cluster is essential for business

for winter storage and use the same

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

Activity

space requirement water

and visual inspection of the hull is carried out.

Smell
Safety

high

The minimal interval and length (a

There is a price based competition for

few weeks or the entire winter) of dry

winter storage. If the winter storage is

storage periods is widely discussed.

combined with repairs or paint jobs

related businesses

Be aware of technical innovations

the latter will determine the choose.

that offer in-water hull cleaning.

Combinations with these business is
recommendable.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Adjacent services (cleaning, servicing, painting)

•

Visual aspects

•

Safe working conditions, insurance policy / liability

•

Outside and inside area

•

Increasing rules on distances between boats

•

Essential for cluster development

Safe distances between boats

64

Flexible solution for electricity
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Marina

Dry-stack

Repair Yard

TEchnical contracters

Schredder

Heated, covered winter storage
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Boat lifting

crane bateau

spatial components

spatial needs

Kraanbedrijf

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

The ongoing specialization of the marine leisure cluster also

frequency of service
low

operation of a boat lift at a marina or service facility.
low

high

high

space requirement land
low

business analysis; a short external analyses of competitive position of business type, based on Porters model of 5 forces.
Potential entrance to
market

power of buyers

Power of suppliers

Entrance is difficult due to high

Boat lifting is mostly combined with

There

degree of urbanisation

investments

winter storage or repairs.

operating suppliers with simular

Strategic

technical

ownership of the location is key.

a

few

specifications.

Cleaning

Effects

cluster is essential for business

internationally
Service,

high

Business is essential for cluster
low

determine the choise.

high

threat of substitutes

Rivalry is high which leads to

Workforce
low

Dust
Noise

price, delivery and earlier expiriences

competitive rivalry

Drilling

high

low

are

Sanding
Painting

high

low

gear.

Activity

space requirement water

Boats per company

in

environmental context

creates room for a separate company responsible for the
high

low

spatial context

Smell
Safety

high

In-water cleaning and inspecting can

price competition. If boat lifting is

substitue a small part of the market.

combined with specialized technical
services for the boat these will
determine the choose.

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Qualified staff

•

Essential for cluster

•

Preventing of water polution

•

Cluster and winter storage of a midsize scale needed

Travel lift
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Powerboat on forklift
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30 T travel lift
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Shredder

démanteler de bateaux

spatial components

spatial needs

Bootsloperij

Reception area

hangar / shed

Proximity to water

workshop

office space

Access for large loaders

outside area

travel hoist

Access to Travel Hoist

hard storage area

Description

catchment area
local

global

GRP boats have raised a new question which was less

frequency of service
low

spatial context

present with wood or steel ships, this is how a ship can best
high

be dismantled at the end of its economic life. The chemical
recycling. Recycling of modern materials will address this

Boats per company
high

low

high

problem accordingly.

space requirement land
low

degree of urbanisation
low

The issue of costs

The Issue of environment

The issue of solution

Discarded recreational boats are

GRP boats, generally, end up being

The demolition of boats can at best

cleared away at cost of the marina

sunk, burned, or put into a scrapyard.

be an intermediate step towards a

owner or the government. There is a

This is illegal or at best undesirable

circular economy (often referred to

current political question about who

from an environmental point of view.

as “cradle to cradle”). This transition

The transporting of a wreck to a

Innovation towards a circular view of
the boatlife is important.

demolition location will cost more

low

high

Business is essential for cluster
low

Noise
high

Workforce
low

Dust

Smell
Safety

high

can be important for this.

could be an opportunity for mobile
schredding services.

related businesses

Central business issues

Central Policy issues

•

Need for legislation and public progams to collect and

•

Future business

transport cast-off boats and yachts.

•

Environmental issues essential

•

Possibilities for innovation in new techniques
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Effects

knowledge sharing and innovation

than the value of the materials. This

Boats left behind form an environmental polution

Cleaning

cluster is essential for business

co-operation between public and
International

Drilling

high

will take place at industry level witch
private organisations.

Sanding
Painting

high

business analysis

bears the cost of recycling.

Activity

space requirement water

bonds in the composite material are difficult to separate for

low

environmental context

Mobile schredder
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Marina

Winter storage

Diagram of linear economy - Ellen macarthur foundation

Boat builder

Diagram of circular economy - Ellen macarthur foundation
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Analyses

70
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Relation between
business and cluster

Overview

Cluster is essential for business

Business is essential for cluster

Yacht transport

low

high

low

high

Boat lifting

low

high

low

high

Yacht painter

low

high

low

high

Repair yard

low

high

low

high

Boat cleaner

low

high

low

high

Shop / chandlery

low

high

low

high

Winter storage

low

high

low

high

Upholsterer

low

high

low

high

Boat builder

low

high

low

high

Marina

low

high

low

high

Importer and dealer

low

high

low

high

Mast maker

low

high

low

high

Broker and agent

low

high

low

high

of possible businesses in the cluster.

Yacht carpentry

low

high

low

high

• Which business types operate on a local

Technical contractors

low

high

low

high

Sail laundry

low

high

low

high

Rigger

low

high

low

high

businesses use on average for their

Sail maker

low

high

low

high

activities, and does this concern office

Bareboat charter

low

high

low

high

sites? The available land and water thus

Architect / Designer

low

high

low

high

provide a good indicator of the businesses

Sailing and boating schools

low

high

low

high

Schredder

low

high

low

high

Experts, surveyor

low

high

low

high

Insurance agent

low

high

low

high

Charter agent

low

high

low

high

The 25 business types in this guide make up the water
sport sector. They differ greatly.

The businesses differ...

Analyses

• ... from businesses with a strong industrial

This part of the Facts & Figures Guide

character to those with an attractive

analyzes these aspects. The following

waterfront image;

analyses were made:

• ... from businesses requiring a lot of space

• Which business types are essential to

on location to those with a mobile workshop

the cluster as a total, and which functions

or a small office;

are necessary or have significant added

• ... from businesses which have a serious

value in any case? Also the inverse: which

environmental impact to those which do not
affect the surroundings at all;
• ... from businesses which could be
anywhere to those which can only function
in the middle of the market;
• ... from businesses you only deal with
once as boat owner, to those you see every
year or even more frequently;

business types can only function within a
spatial service cluster and which ones can
be established anywhere?
• How often does a boat or boat owner
encounter a particular business in the life
cycle of the boat? And what does this
mean for the presence of such businesses
in a cluster? High frequency requires local
availability, while the travel distance is less
of a problem for a once-only visit.
• How many jobs does a business create,
and what is the typical customer base for a
business?

• What kinds of businesses are appropriate
for a waterfront environment, and which
ones are actually only suitable for an
industrial environment? On the basis of the
local conditions, a short list is thus created

market and which ones have a worldwide
market? This builds up a picture of local
needs.
• How much land and water do the

workplaces or square meters of industrial

which are appropriate.
These indications provide nautical service
cluster developers and planners with useful
tools for working on an optimal mix on the
basis of legislation, available space, the
character of the area and size of the local
and regional markets.
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Use of service during
typical life span of boat
new boat

Relative workforce
and customer base

typical boat life

Frequency of service
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Workforce

Boats per company

Yacht transport

low

high

Boat builder

low

high

low

high

Boat builder

low

high

Insurance agent

low

high

low

high

Architect / Designer

low

high

Marina

low

high

low

high

Importer and dealer

low

high

Importer and dealer

low

high

low

high

Sailing and boating schools

low

high

Shop / chandler

low

high

low

high

Schredder

low

high

Schredder

low

high

low

high

Mast maker

low

high

Repair yard

low

high

low

high

Broker and agent

low

high

Sail maker

low

high

low

high

Expert, surveyor

low

high

Architect / designer

low

high

low

high

Upholsterer

low

high

Technical contracters

low

high

low

high

Yacht carpentry

low

high

Yacht transport

low

high

low

high

Technical contractors

low

high

Sailing and boating schools

low

high

low

high

Sail laundry

low

high

Broker and agent

low

high

low

high

Yacht painter

low

high

Winter storage

low

high

low

high

Rigger

low

high

Boat cleaner

low

high

low

high

Sail maker

low

high

Sail laundry

low

high

low

high

Insurance agent

low

high

Upholsterer

low

high

low

high

Charter agent

low

high

Yacht painter

low

high

low

high

Boat cleaner

low

high

Boat lifting

low

high

low

high

Shop / chandler

low

high

Mast maker

low

high

low

high

Repair yard

low

high

Bareboat charter

low

high

low

high

Winter storage

low

high

Expert, surveyor

low

high

low

high

Boat lifting

low

high

Charter agent

low

high

low

high

Bareboat charter

low

high

Rigger

low

high

low

high

Marina

low

high

Yacht carpenter

low

high

low

high
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degree of urbanisation
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global

europe

country

regional

local

industrial or urban
environment

Space requirement

Catchment area

space requirement land

space requirement water

Boat builder

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Boat builder

low

high

low

high

Schredder

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Winter storage

low

high

low

high

Yacht transport

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Sail laundry

low

high

low

high

Mast maker

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Repair yard

low

high

low

high

Repair yard

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Yacht carpenter

low

high

low

high

Yacht carpenter

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Mast maker

low

high

low

high

Yacht painter

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Importer and dealer

low

high

low

high

Winter storage

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Marina

low

high

low

high

Sail laundry

low

high

low

GLOBAL

Yacht painter

low

high

low

high

Boat lifting

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Boat lifting

low

high

low

high

Rigger

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Schredder

low

high

low

high

Sail maker

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Upholsterer

low

high

low

high

Marina

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Sail maker

low

high

low

high

Upholsterer

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Boat cleaner

low

high

low

high

Sailing and boating schools

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Rigger

low

high

low

high

Boat cleaner

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Sailing and boating schools

low

high

low

high

Importer and dealer

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Bareboat charter

low

high

low

high

Bareboat charter

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Shop / chandler

low

high

low

high

Charter agent

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Insurance agent

low

high

low

high

Architect / designer

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Yacht transport

low

high

low

high

Broker and agent

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Charter agent

low

high

low

high

Expert, surveyor

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Experts, surveyor

low

high

low

high

Insurance agent

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Architect / designer

low

high

low

high

Shop / chandler

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Broker and agent

low

high

low

high

Technical contracters

low

high

LOCAL

GLOBAL

Technical contracters

low

high

low

high
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Legislation
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relevant european
Legislation
Source: www.europeanboatingindustry.eu

A

wide

variety

of

EU

environmental

legislation applies to the boating industry
and its users.

1. Environmental impact of 2. Boat’s end-of-life
boating
The average lifespan of a recreational craft

3. Fresh water & marine
environment

4. Marine protected areas &
the Natura 2000 network

sometimes

is 30 years. Although a recent study by the

Adopted in 2000, the Water Framework

Natura 2000 is a network of nature

From industrial emissions to the protection

considered a major source of pollution

European Commission on the recovery

Directive

an

protection areas, which lies at the heart of

of biodiversity, recycling, waste disposal,

to the marine environment due to its high

of obsolete vessels has shown that end-

integrated,

approach

the Habitats and Birds Directives. Natura

restrictions on chemicals used in the

visibility on lakes and along the coast. This

of-life boats are not a major cross-border

to the protection of water. It applies to all

2000 sites are designated to ensure the

building process and water quality, all

is far from the case, however, as boating

environmental issue, they can nevertheless

water bodies, including rivers, estuaries,

survival of Europe’s most valuable and

environmental legislation needs to be

actually accounts for less than 1% of overall

cause localised problems by taking up

coastal waters, canals and docks, and aims

threatened species and habitats and

assessed to determine the appropriate

pollution affecting the marine environment

vital spaces in marinas or being dumped

to achieve good chemical and ecological

currently cover approximately 20% of

measures

the

(compared to almost 80% originating from

illegally on shore. The boating industry in

status of European waters by 2015.

Europe’s land area and surrounding seas.

manufacturing process, navigation and

land-based activities). In fact, boating is

Europe has taken a proactive approach to

eventual disposal of the boat at its end-of-

dependent on good environmental quality

this issue and national schemes are already

life.

for the enjoyment of participants and many

in place in Finland and France.

The four most important are presented.

national

to

Recreational

be

taken

during

boating

boating

is

industry

associations

across Europe have adopted voluntary
programmes

with

practical

measures

to prevent pollution and protect the
environment.
To find out more about the environmental
impact of boating, take a look at the
EuropeanConfederation

of

Nautical

Industries’ 2009 study, ‘Nautical Activities:
What impact on the environment?’.
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2000/60/EC

establishes

ecosystembased

In a similar vein, the EU’s Marine Strategy
Framework Directive 2008/56/EC aims
to achieve good environmental status of

Other initiatives are also under development

marine waters in Europe by 2020, whilst also

in Italy, Norway, Spain and Sweden.

trying to maximize the economic potential

To find out more about these schemes,
please visit:
Finland – www.finnboat.fi
France – www.aper.asso.fr and www.fin.fr

of the seas and oceans. The Directive was
adopted in 2008 and the areas of interest
for the boating industry include marine litter,
underwater noise, non-indigenous species
introduced by human activities, biodiversity,
and human-induced eutrophication.

Whilst human activities are not completely
excluded from Natura 2000 sites, activities
are limited to ensure the sustainable use
of the area and to safeguard biodiversity.
Natura 2000 also covers the marine
environment. The development of the
Natura 2000 network and its marine
component is of interest to the boating
industry due to the potential impact on
water based recreational activities and
navigation.

To find out more, please visit: www.pianc.
org/euwfd.asp
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The Netherlands

Belgium

Rho advisors (www.rho.nl)

Like in the other EU member states, environmental
law in Belgium originates mainly from EU law, whether
through directly applicable regulations or directives that
are implemented into Belgian national law.

For different service related business a license or
general regulation can apply, depending on the
type of activities that take place.

Three types of activities
Businesses in the Netherlands have to deal with environmental

of propane, liquid fuels, oil, organic solvents or liquid soilcontaminating substances.

The main environmental law regimes in Belgium are:
Environmental Permitting Regime (EPR), combining the pollution

regulations concerning such issues as noise, energy, waste, air

Paragraph 4.1 of the Activities Decree shows rules for storage and

prevention and control (PPC) regime and certain aspects of waste

quality and soil quality. Depending on your company’s commercial

loading of dangerous substances and other substances or gasses.

management licensing;

activities, your company will be classified in one of three categories

These rules prevent the pollution of the soil and surface water.

‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’ pursuant to the Activities Decree (Activiteitenbesluit).

•

Water (aspects not dealt with under EPR);

Paragraph 4.6 shows the rules which apply to activities in motors,

•

Waste (aspects not dealt with under EPR);

For activities of type A (s.a. offices) a license or reporting of the

motor vehicles, motor boats and other motorised devices. This

•

Contaminated land;

activities is not needed. Type B activities (like a marina) should be

paragraph includes rules for the discharge of waste water, supply

•

Conservation of nature, wildlife and habitats;

reported. For activities of type C a license is required in the context

of liquid fuels to vessels and the maintenance, repair and cleaning

•

Environmental impact assessments (EIAs);

of environmental aspects. A repair yard will be listed under type C.

of yachts.

•

Health and safety requirements are strongly interlinked with

General regulation

The paragraphs 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 show that it’s forbidden to, by
means of a spray gun, coat or glue or, by means of products which

General regulation apply to the manufacturing of sails and masts,

contain volatile organic components, clean woody, rubber/plastic

office like business, transport, cleaners, storage and repair.

and metal objects in the open air. Painting of yachts with a spray

The general regulation is mainly about the duty to prevent

gun for hobby in a marina should take place in an appropriate

environmental pollution. Pollution of the soil, groundwater and
surface water should be prevented or minimized. Also air pollution,
noise, dust, light pollution, vibrations and risks to the surrounding
area should be avoided. When environmental pollution is caused,
measures should be taken to minimize these.

space. Besides that the law shows it’s forbidden to perform
welding, machining or thermal treatments or mechanical finishing
of metals in the open air. The maintenance and repair of yachts in
the open air in a marina for hobby is allowed.

Online resources

Business specific information

http://wetten.overheid.nl (Dutch)

Paragraph 3.3.5 of the Activities Decree shows the general rules for

http://www.infomil.nl (Dutch)

mooring of yachts in a marina. This paragraph applies to a marina
with over 50 berths. Among others rules apply to the discharge of
waste water.

http://www.answersforbusiness.nl/regulation/your-business-andthe-evironment (English)

Paragraph 3.4 shows specific rules which apply to the storage
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•

Class 1 installations have special requirements in each region;

•

Class 2 installations require an environmental permit granted
by the College of Mayor and Aldermen

•

(that is, the municipality’s executive body);

•

Class 3 installations only need notify the College of Mayor and
Aldermen (no actual permit is required).

Various ministries or public law entities are in charge of implementing
the environmental policies that are enacted by the regions or
the federal state. Municipalities and provincial authorities play an

certain environmental law regimes.
For example, certain requirements regarding asbestos management
are imposed through the legal framework on workers’ safety. There
is also a strong link between urban planning law and environmental
law. For example, applying for an urban planning permit for

important role in the granting of environmental and urban planning
permits as a permit granting authority or as an advisory body.

Online resources
Belgian environmental legislation can be consulted at the websites
listed below. English translations are not available on the websites.

the development of a real estate project under can trigger the

www.justitie.belgium.be

requirement to conduct a soil survey and, if necessary, clean up

This is the website of the Federal Ministry of Justice, which contains

under the soil clean-up statute.

legislation that is issued by both the Federal Authority and the

The Walloon Region, Brussels Metropolitan Region and the

Regions.

Flemish Region became responsible for most matters in relation

www.wallex.wallonie.be

to environmental protection. In all three regions, an integrated
permitting regime applies, under which most activities that are
operated on a typical industrial site or in an office building are

This website contains legislation issued by the Walloon Region. It is
only available in French.

covered by one single permit (environmental permit).

www.lne.be/themas/vergunningen/regelgeving

The permitting regime uses a classification system to determine the

This website provides information on the VLAREM, the Vlaams

level of regulation applied to activities. This runs from Class 1 (most

Reglement Betreffende de Milieuwetgeving.

highly polluting/highest risk) activities to Class 3 (lowest polluting/
low risk) activities:
Facts and Figures Guide for the Marine Leisure Cluster
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United Kingdom

France

In the UK there is no specific legislation to protect the
environment which is specific to the marine (service)
cluster. The development and operation of a marina
or service centre is subject to general regulations to
protect the environment.

A significant proportion of environmental legislation
in France originates from EU law, which is directly
applicable, or implemented through national legislation.

Origin
The basis of the legislation has two origins:
1.

Environmental legislation;

2.

Health and Safety Legislation;

3.

Planning and Development Control.

The key environmental rules and principles in France are:
•

The Environmental Charter, which has constitutional standing,
protecting the right to a clean environment.

•

The Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development and Energy (Le
ministère de l’Ecologie, du Développement durable et de l’Energie

Article L. 110-1 of the Environmental Code, which provides

(Ministère de l’Environnement)) (Ministry of Environment) is the main

that natural areas, resources and habitats, sites and

body responsible for developing environmental policy and drafting

The protection levels and rules are based on simple principles such as:

landscapes, air quality, animals and plant species, and the

environmental legislation.

•

Do not pollute the water;

biological diversity and balance to which they contribute are all

•

Do not pollute the air;

part of the common heritage of the nation; that the protection,

•

Do not endanger the health of people and animals;

enhancement, restoration, rehabilitation and management of

•

Do not affect nature, wildlife or countryside.

the above are of general interest and contribute to the goal

Information and links
The best opening to the legislation important for the marine cluster is www.ecop.org.uk

Legislation in brief
The main issues for the marine cluster and the marine service cluster can be found on the website of the British Marine Federation. The

However, at a regional level, several other entities contribute to the
creation and execution of environmental legislation:
•

The twenty-one DREALs (Regional Departments of the

of achieving sustainable development. In turn, this aims

Environment, Planning and Housing (Direction Régionale

to satisfy the development needs and protect the health of

de l’Environnement, de l’Aménagement et du Logement))

current generations without compromising the ability of future

are responsible for implementing sustainable development

generations to meet their own needs.

policies in France
•

This approach is based on the following principles:

The

Préfets

(state

representatives)

of

departments

(administrative divisions) control environmental compliance.

most important acts and subjects are shown in brief below:

•

the precautionary principle;

•

Waste disposal, deposit, recovery & recycling in the UK is regulated primarily through Part II of the EPA and the Waste Management

•

the principle of preventive and corrective action;

operators when they do not comply with their environmental

Licensing Regulations 1994. Under the legislation, all controlled waste must be deposited, disposed of, recycled or recovered at a

•

the polluter pays principle; and

duties.

•

the principle of participation.

suitably licensed site and transported by an authorised waste carrier;
•

The storage and handling of oil and substances hazardous to health are regulated in specific acts, based on the volume of the
substances and the way to treat them;

•

Air protection is based on the Environmental Protection Act and the Clean Air Act. The main issue is the duty of operators to use the
best available techniques to present and minimise releases of prescribed substances;

•

Under the Water Recourses Act it is an offence to allow any polluting, poisonous or noxious material (including solid waste matter)
to enter a ‘controlled water’;

•

Conservation legislation is based on the protection of wildlife, countryside and nature;

•

The construction and maintenance of infrastructure to support the recreational boating sector is regulated by many different
organisations. Understanding the permissions required to enable development and activities to take place can be complicated, with
the information needed scattered between many different consenting authorities;

•

Energy and climate change are regulated through the Climate Change Act and the Carbon Reduction Commitment;

•

Permission is needed on several government levels: local, regional and national;

•

Legislation based on health and safety is mainly controlled by local government.
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They can impose administrative sanctions and suspend

•

The Environmental Code combines the main legal and regulatory
texts, which are applicable to classified facilities, waste, water
and air. “Classified facilities” are those that may present a risk to
the surrounding area, public health and safety, agriculture, the
protection of nature and the environment and the conservation of
sites, monuments and places of archaeological heritage. They fall
within the scope of the nomenclature established by the relevant
legislation. They are subject to an integrated permit regime, which
is divided into the declaration regime (for lowest risk activities), the
registration regime (for medium risk activities) or the authorisation
regime (for highest risk activities).

The Classified Facilities Inspectorate (Inspectorate) is a body of
Inspectors that acts as environmental police for industrial and
agricultural facilities. They are responsible for preventing and
reducing hazards and nuisances emanating from the facilities,
in order to protect the environment and human health. They
have a wide range of powers to inspect and access classified
facilities to ensure compliance with their environmental
obligations.

Online resources
www.legifrance.gouv.fr
www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr
www.ineris.fr/aida
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Place
making
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REgional
Strategy
Robert Holmes

The nautical service sector needs space for growth. This guide
offers a source of knowledge for the active formation of clusters
so as to maximise the economic activity of the sector.

Origin of the cluster
There are two kinds of starting point for a
nautical service cluster. The oldest is when
a cluster of companies forms around a
shipyard or boatyard. Building new boats
requires a whole range of suppliers and
specialists. These clusters can often be
found along rivers and at historic locations
with a long shipping history. The water sport
cluster is often related to inland navigation
or smaller inland shipping and is strongly
connected to the local culture.
Because the origins of this cluster are found
in the building of new vessels, it is important
to keep an eye on shifts in the market. If the
requisite length of mega yachts increases,
it is possible that special changes will have
to be made to stay in the market. One
example is a Dutch yacht builder (Royal Van
Lent Shipyard) located on a picturesque
little inland island. When a lock in the region
was renovated, the size of the vessels being
built was taken into consideration.
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Another starting point is when a service

houses or even incorporated in waterfront

themselves and they are under pressure.

in account. As are current and foreseen

target

cluster arises at the location where the

development with permanent residence.

Environmental legislation, housing, leisure

legislation on national and European scale.

businesses)

This disconnection of tourism and service is

activities on the waterfront and water-

Also, it is important to plot the available

recognizing themselves in it and

related activities (businesses which depend

workforce and connections to schools and

commit themselves to it;

on a location on the waterfront for the supply

training institutions.

or delivery of raw materials or semi-finished

This vision should not only descriptive, but

prospect,

also leading, guiding and motivating. With

stakeholders. When a certain benefit

a well-articulated vision of the future, it is

for all actors is achieved it will support

possible to shape the future by proactive

the achievement of the vision;

daily demand is evident: at or close to a
marina. This often concerns repair and
maintenance companies which focus on
the local or regional market. Sometimes
specialised companies arise with a larger
coverage area, such as mast makers and
yacht painters. The activities of a service
cluster seem to go well together with
the recreational activities at the marina.
However, a trend change is taking place
here.

Disconnection
The use of boats has changed. Previously
a marina was simply a base for a sailing
trip, while now it is increasingly a place to
spend a holiday. This means that marinas
concentrate more and more on the needs of
tourists, and facilities like playgrounds and
swimming pools are built. New marinas are
sometimes surrounded entirely by holiday
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very likely to continue. Specific sites aimed
at the water sport service cluster are being
created due to this development. The crane
is the central facility here which makes the

products or for cooling) are all pushing to

essential link between land and water. This

get that place at the water’s edge.

can be a one-stop-shopping experience for

Only

the consumer.

supraregional level, of the establishment

Mobile specialists working from vans

(or re-establishment) of water sport service

will make the connection between the
urbanised marinas and the service centres.
Most marinas will continue to have a central

a

systematic

approach,

on

a

Result

space for growth for the sector.

The resulting strategic vision for the region

regional strategic vision

for emergency repairs and minor repairs.

A good first step is to formulate a positioning
challenge for the local situation. By making

Water sport service clusters can only be
developed where land meets the water
(except for a few specific business types).
However, there are not many of these
locations where businesses can establish

use of this book the current playing field
can be descibed in a regional context.

business planning if:

2.

What are the expected developments in

that

they

The vision is to provide an inviting
and

attractive

to

all

The vision gives space to new insights

Further, a regional strategic vision may
also include a section where the efforts on
People, Planet and Profit (Prosperity) for

The development direction of the

the industry and region are listed. After all,

sector is clearly stated;

the marine leisure cluster is a sector that

The vision is realistic and where

benefits directly from a clean environment

possible specific. Not “an important

and habitat.

economic factor” but “a contribution of

the next years, and how does this effect

x% to the regional economy”;

your project. Consumer trends and the
economic environment are also to be taken

ensure

and

need to adjust the goals.

will be a guide for policy making and
1.

5.

to

(governments

where and when needed, without the

businesses can guarantee the necessary

workshop and a crane for this purpose and

Supraregional approach

influencing external factors.

4.

group

3.

The vision is relevant to the ultimate
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Spatial
aspects
Rho Advisors

For spatial developments involving the
construction, change or extension of
business

in

watersportfacilities

there

are several points of concern. These are
described from a Dutch legal perspective.

This aspect is relevant when the planned
development leads to extra traffic which
may affect the accessibility of the area or
when new infrastructure will be constructed.
There should be provided insight in

Policy

the expected traffic volumes after the

The spatial policy will affect the possibilities
for

Traffic and infrastructure

spatial

developments.

Policy

can

implementation of the plan, the accessibility
of the area and the parking facilities.

come from national, provincial, regional
and municipal authorities. The planned
development needs to fit in the policy at
different levels.

Impact study

Environmental nuisance of
business activities
By the development of businesses in
watersportfacilities

the

environmental

sensitive functions in the area, such as

An environmental impact study might apply

homes, should be taken into account. The

to spatial developments for business in

living conditions in the surrounded area

watersportfacilities. This is in cases the

should not be affected by the planned

construction, change or extension of a

developments. To prevent environmental

marina of a certain scale. The environmental

nuisance of business activities at the

impact study needs to show that the

location of the sensitive functions a list of

planned development has no negative

distances between activities and these

effects on the environment.

functions are available in the Netherlands
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(VNG-uitgave bedrijven en milieuzonering
edition 2009). It should be noted that these
are guidelines for applicable distances.
Through further research you can differ
from these distances. It may appear that
the experienced nuisance of an individual
company

differs

from

the

expected

nuisance as this follows from the VNGpublication.

External safety
Some watersport-related business can
cause external safety risks in the area,
mainly because of the storage of dangerous
substances. These risks should be taken
into account. The increase in risks in the
surrounding area should be calculated
and justified. Also the already existing risky
objects in the area of a planned object
(transport of dangerous substances on the
way, railway and waterway and the storage
of dangerous substances) have to be taken
into account.

Traffic noise
When the development also provides for
the construction of new roads and noisesensitive functions are located along these
roads, through acoustic survey there needs
to be determined whether there still is an

value of the area. Where a survey shows

and compensatory measures need to be

that archaeological and/or cultural values

taken.

may be present, further studies should be
carried out.

Watersystem
For

Soil quality

all

spatial

developments

the

consequences for the watersystem needs

acceptable quality of life at the location of

There need to be examined whether

to be taken into account, mainly the aspects

the houses after completion of the roads.

the quality of the soil in the area fits the

water safety, groundwater, water quantity,

minimal needed quality for the planned

water quality, water chain and management

developments. When severe pollution is

and maintenance. The law defines the

found, this needs to be remediated. Also

activities in and around national waters

there need to be taken measures to prevent

wherefore a waterpermit is required. These

new soil pollution.

includes the discharge of substances into

Air quality
The development of a watersportfacility
can cause a rise in traffic movements. The
rise in traffic movements causes a rise in air
pollutant substances as nitrogen dioxide
and particulate matter. In the context of

surface water and the use of public works.

Ecology

The legislation of the water boards defines

‘good spatial planning’ there also need to

During

the

development

of

a

be given insight in the air quality in the area.

watersportfacility the ecological values

the activities in and around regional waters
wherefore a waterpermit is required.

in the area should be taken into account

Archaeological and cultural
values
During spatial developments there should
be taken account of culturally valuable
elements and the archaeological (expected)

(protection

of

species

and

protected

nature). The expected effects of the planned
developments need to be examined. When
significant negative effects are expected
further research needs to be conducted

Participation
By means of the procedures stakeholders
are given the opportunity to comment on
the planned developments. Through this,
different interests are taken into account.
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Strategic
issues

The Facts & Figures Guide was
drawn up at the same time as the
development of a strategic vision
for the water sport sector, and
more specifically, for the service
sector. The information gathered
for this guide included the following
important points.

The numbers tell the tale

Variation in scale

Scaling up and scaling down

Tourist and industrial

Two apparently opposite processes are

Environmentally harmful or
not

This guide brings together facts and

The Facts & Figures Guide presents the

knowledge about the water sport service

averages 25 business types. There are

underway in the water sport service. On

Clustering will be based more and more

linked to service sites and vice versa.

sector and the 30-plus business types

thousands of exceptions to these. Every

the one side there is cluster formation of

on

Harbours will increasingly become tourist

environmental

legislation

and

the

Harbours

have

traditionally

which make it up. It turned out that a great

company is unique in its specialism, size,

service companies and scaling-up due to

extent to which businesses burden their

(accommodation)

deal of information about the sector is not

image and spatial fit. This means that

the increasingly large mutual dependence

environment. This creates a kind of divide

service sector will jeopardise the quality

at hand. Economic impact, turnover and

planning is really customisation, based

and increasingly larger boats and cranes.

in the service sector, with businesses which

of the accommodation. They will be

cost apportionment provide insight into

on a snapshot in time. The variation of

On the other side there are more and more

sand, grind, weld, drill, paint and scrape

split up increasingly often. Marinas with

the possibilities for businesses. Information

businesses and the business combination

small businesses and specialists who use a

ships, and businesses which sell, lease,

boat-related and people-related services

about surface areas, environmental burden,

mean quality for the sector. There has to be

van to travel from place to place to do their

assess, transport and manage ships. The

(catering establishments, shops, leasing,

noise levels, supply and dispatch channels

space for this.

sales, showrooms) will become stronger at
tourist locations and the service businesses

work. This combination must be facilitated

service sector will soon have two kinds of

provide input for the spatial process, and

with sites which can offer the width of the

locations for establishing businesses.

data about the numbers of businesses and

service package, but also call in the small

size of businesses gives an indication of the

specialists for specific jobs.

locations

where

been

the

will cluster in industrial zones.

cluster formation and market space. Much
of this factual data is missing. Knowledge
is important for the future and numbers are
essential.
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Yacht Valley Project
The project aims at developing and testing of innovative and sustainable
nautical service centers on different kind of redevelopment sites involving
existing companies by carrying out joint and exploratory research, by
developing and making investments and by exchanging knowledge and
concept development.

Future proof
The aim of the project is to develop and test
innovative and sustainable nautical service

manufacturer, boat interiors, instruments

but have been put to use for different

and chandlery.

purposes. That is why redeveloping these
areas demands a specific approach.

Services form a key part of the nautical

sites. Existing companies are involved

sector in economic and functional terms.

through joint and exploratory research

Although less visible than marinas, facilities

The Yacht Valley project

activities, development and investments,

for maintenance, repair, trade, improvement

Preparations for the Yacht Valley project

and through the exchange of knowledge

and boat accessories are of vital importance

started in 2009.

and concept development.

to employment and to the local economy.

Subsidy from Interreg IV A 2 Seas was

This sector is changing rapidly due to

granted for the project in May 2011.

including an appropriate spread of service
facilities.

The

nautical

service

center

concept means that all services are grouped
at one location. Various companies there
with different expertise and specialties
offer services in (motor) yacht purchase,
maintenance and improvement (like a
furniture strip). Besides the necessary
services

like

cranes,

environmental

facilities, temporary storage and basic
maintenance facilities, service centers can

is not facing only technical fragmentation.
Each location has its own facilities for
moving, storage, environmental care and
suchlike. Currently existing companies

The official kick-off conference was held on
December 13, 2011 in Hellevoetsluis, The
Netherlands.
The project will end in the summer of 2014.

are often situated on unfavorable sites
and in areas that are interesting for city
development. Moreover, there is no space
for growth and environmental measures.
Cooperation and concentration in new
nautical service centers offer many benefits
to boat owners (one stop shop), service
companies (total product) and city councils.

V
Interreg IVa 2 Mers - Seas - Zeeën

nautical service sector in the 2 Seas Area,

innovation and specialization. The sector

YA C H T V A L L E Y

to an economically sound and futureproof
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Potentially suitable areas are often present

centers at different kinds of redevelopment

The project is intended to provide a boost
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include several additional facilities like a sail
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Partners

V
General manager:

Gijs Bastiaanssen, local projectmanager

Eric Verdonck

T +31 118 487 116

T + 32 58 22 44 20

M +31 6 23 86 38 98

eric.verdonck@nieuwpoort.be

E gbn@vlissingen.nl

Commercial Services Manager:

Project Manager

David Gonzalez

Interreg IVa 2 Mers - Seas - Zeeën

YA C H T V A L L E Y

T +44 1843 577690
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Pantone Coated

ir. Peter Van Besien
Pantone Uncoated

T +32 9 268 02 11

M +44 7774142183

bovenschelde@wenz.be

david.gonzalez@thanet.gov.uk

www.wenz.be

I
Project manager

Project manager

Hans v.d. Worm

Rudy Van der Ween

T + 31 181 330 430

+ 32 9 223 54 28

j.worm@hellevoetsluis.nl

rudy.vanderween@gent.be
www.visitgent.be

Project and communication manager

Project Manager:

Philippe Monsieur

Jeroen J. van den Heuvel

T +32 58 510 430

T + 31 343 524 724

F +32 58 522 318

j.van.den.heuvel@hiswa.nl

M +32 475 25 53 94

www.hiswa.nl

E marinex@skynet.be

General manager:

Project manager

Michel Dupre

Luc Carael

T + 33 3 28 63 44 50

M +32 475 65 34 26

bleumarine.michel@wanadoo.fr

E blackton@skynet.be
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Photo credits
Fact Sheets
page

Business

Left page, left

18	Architect / Designer	Fotolia.co.uk

Left page, right	Right page, left	Right page, right	Recognizer
Bootdesign.net			Hanmuster.com

20

Boat builder

Vrolijks	Fotolia.co.uk	Holmes	Fotolia.co.uk	Fotolia.co.uk

22

Yacht painter

Jachtschilder.nl

24

Mast maker

logofspartina.blogspot.nl		

26	Sail maker

sailselect.nl

28	Upholsterer	Fotolia.co.uk

Yachtgarage.com	Schusterjachtschilders.nl 	Alex Bruintje	Schusterjachtschilders.nl
ceilidh		

winddancersailmakers.com	Holmes	Fotolia.co.uk

Vrolijks

stoffeerderijcalypso.nl	Fotolia.co.uk

stoffeerderijcalypso.nl

stoffeerderijcalypso.nl

fotolia.co.uk

willemsen-interieurbouw.nl

30

Yacht carpentrer

willemsen-interieurbouw.nl	Fotolia.co.uk

Yachtcarpenter.nl

32

Yacht transport

vandewetering.nl

yacht-transport.com

vandewetering.nl	Holmes

vandewetering.nl

rakerigging.nl

rakerigging.nl

Vrolijks	Holmes

jerrytherigger.co.uk

34	Rigger

De Vast

amsterdammarina.com		

Vrolijks

40	Importer and dealer

36

Marina	Holmes
skips maritiem

nautischkwartier.nl

Vrolijks

bruske.info

fotolia.co.uk

42

devalk.nl

devalk.nl

holmes

devalk.nl

fotolia.co.uk

fotolia.co.uk

holmes

holmes

holmes

holmes

Broker and agent

44	Sailing and boating schools fotolia.co.uk
46

Bareboat charter

enjoy sailing

holmes

48

Charter agent

fotolia.co.uk

fotolia.co.uk	Fotolia.co.uk

www.ayc.at
fotolia.co.uk

50	Expert, Surveyor

expertpleziervaart.nl

osmosecentrum.info

fotolia.co.uk

son.nl

52	Insurance agent

fotolia.co.uk

fotolia.co.uk	Fotolia.co.uk

broken mast - temp

fotolia.co.uk

54	Shop / Chandler

holmes

holmes

holmes

holmes

holmes

56

shurhold-products

fotolia.co.uk

fotolia.co.uk

fotolia.co.uk

fotolia.co.uk

58	Sail Laundry

janszelteverleih.de

red-gull.com

red-gull.com

red-gull.com

red-gull.com

60	Repair yard

holmes

holmes

holmes

holmes

fotolia.co.uk

62	Technical contractors

opequimar.com

x-yachts.com

holmes

vrolijks

holmes

64

Winter storage

vrolijks

vrolijks

holmes

navis-yachts.be

66

Boat lifting

marinetravellift.com

marinetravellift.com

marinetravellift.com		

holmes

fotolia.co.uk

ssiworld.com

ellenmacarthurfoundation.org ellenmacarthurfoundation.org

mvtimes.com

Boat Cleaners

68	Schredder

logo

holmes
fotolia.co.uk

Editors

.nl
Macavity
projecten

navis-yachts.be

Other pages

www.vrolijks.nl

www.macavity.nl

www.marinayachting.nl

www.marinaproject.com

www.rho.nl

www.hiswa.nl

page								
cover

fotolia.co.uk

3

fotolia.co.uk

5

Vrolijks

6-7

fotolia.co.uk

8-9

fotolia.co.uk

10-11	Holmes
12-13

fotolia.co.uk

15

fotolia.co.uk

16-17

see fact sheets

71-72

fotolia.co.uk

79-78

fotolia.co.uk

81

fotolia.co.uk

86-87

fotolia.co.uk

biesboschmuseum.nl

bootjegezond.nl

89	Holmes
91

nautischkwartier.nl

92

fotolia.co.uk

sailselect.nl

93	Holmes	Holmes	Holmes
95

fotolia.co.uk

100

fotolia.co.uk (fotoshopped name)
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Vrolijks
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